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The Courtyard Weekly Newsletter - Friday 15 October 2021
Headteachers Notice
The importance of sleep
Sleep is a problem that comes to us all at some point in our lives. However, there is an increased occurrence of
difficulties among the Autistic community. A new organisation, the Sleep Charity, aims to support people and

the parents of children who continue to struggle by launching the National Sleep Helpline—03303 530 541

Some autistic children will struggle with disturbed sleep. Reasons for this could include:



having difficulty settling, winding down and going to sleep



waking repeatedly or having difficulty getting back to sleep after waking up to go to the toilet



increased anxiety or an inability to relax causing insomnia



social cueing problems, where an autistic person doesn’t make the connection between others in the house
going to bed and their own need to sleep



irregular secretion of the sleep hormone melatonin, which regulates sleep patterns, or having atypical circadian
rhythms (body clock)



neurological conditions such as epilepsy



sensory differences, such as increased sensitivity to blue light from smart phones, laptops and other screens, or
sensitivity to certain sounds or white noise, which may be upsetting or distracting and keep them awake



problems caused by food allergies, which could cause gastrointestinal issues and discomfort, or increased sensitivity to caffeine or other stimulants, which can disturb sleep hypersomnia - sleeping too much. Increased exhaustion could be caused by the additional stress autistic people experience in social situations.

The Courtyard aims to offer an outstanding educational and social provision that will equip our
students with the skills and experiences needed
to discover and live out their potential
Celebrations this week

Behaviour and Safety

KS4 Star of the Week

KS5 Star of the Week

Katie for her outstanding design music instrument
logo in ICT
Prom for his amazing book cover.
Ian and Kodee for working hard to complete their
science work.
Jack for excellent work in independence
Cory for confidently reading all of the slides in PSD.
Cory for overcoming his aversion to literacy class
and focusing to master the lesson.
Dorian for cleaning paint off his table after an art
lesson

Blaise for his outstanding design music
instrument logo in ICT
Jono for his hard work and imagination in his creative writing
for English
Tyrese QB for really persevering with the language of Macbeth
XRS for his persistent work on Transformation in Maths
Blaise for being enthusiastic during his first WE session and
showing willingness to make the most of this WE opportunity
Elsharief for staying focused in maths class
Angelina for showing excellent determination and resilience in
completing her work for World Studies
Lula for her groovy morning musical piano performance!
Aymene for being polite and helpful to his teacher and peers in
his English classes all week.

Most Dojo
points this
week
JACK B

42

DORIAN

40

IAN

40

ANGELINA

38

XAUNDRE

33

PROM

32

WILLIAM

30

DANIEL

29

KODEE

28

Bronze – 500 Silver – 100 Gold – 1500
points
points
points

Platinum –
2000
points
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Teaching and Learning update

Independent Learning Tasks (ILTs)
The week marks the beginning of ILTs being sent home for pupils to complete. All parents should have received an email from Mrs Healy
with information about these, but in case you missed it:
At The Courtyard, we call them ILTs (Independent Learning Tasks) and strongly encourage pupils to get into the habit of completing work
independently at home to best prepare them for college and/or the world of work.





Today, your child will be given their ILT folder (see image below).
Inside there is a task sheet on which each of their teachers has created a task for them to do. (see below)
Your child will choose one task to do per week (they can do more, if they wish) on the paper supplied in the folder and put the completed task in one of the plastic wallets.





Your child will write on the record sheet in the folder the date when they complete their task. (see below)

Your child will bring their folder to school to give their completed task to their teacher to mark.
Teachers will record which pupils have completed their task and prizes are on offer to those who complete all or nearly all of
the tasks before Christmas.

Please encourage your child to complete the tasks at home. Your support is greatly appreciated.

Parent Workshops
Thank you to parents who attended the first Parent Workshop of the year on Wednesday. I
explained The Courtyard’s curriculum and the qualifications we have on offer.
If you were unable to attend, you can find the recording here
Access Passcode: AN4j!w05

Unfortunately there were no attendees to Miss Norman’s session for new parents but she will
be in touch soon to arrange a face-to-face session.
The next Zoom workshop on the 10th November will be led by our Speech and Language therapist, Claire Harvey. Comic strip conversations are a great way to support pupils to communicate at times when
they are feeling stuck to find the right words, and also a great way to for adults to communicate ideas and concepts in a visual way.
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6th Form

SUMMER TERM: Subject Focus

Mon 20 September - Mon 27 September
Week Beginning

Mon 4th Oct

Mon 11th Oct

Maths Entry Level

Multiplication and Division

Multiplication and Division

Maths FSL1

Multiplication and Division

Multiplication and Division

Maths GCSE

Transformation mixed - Translation, Reflection, Rota- Transformation mixed - Translation, Reflection, Rotation and Enlargement
tion and Enlargement

English Entry Level

Create a fictional plot and plan creative writing response

Writing a creative story. Black History Month connections - exploring influential black figures

English FSL1

Create a fictional plot and plan creative writing response

Writing a creative story. Exploring Black literature and
poetry.

English GCSE Lang

Completion of narrative writing, redrafting and front
covers

Discussion and creation of a social cause

English GCSE Lit

Completion of Macbeth plot and analysis

Macbeth filming and ideas for soundtracks

ICT Informatics

x 2 coding tasks

x 2 coding tasks

ICT FSL1

E-Safety
How to keep safe when using the Internet?

Introduction to planning your Music Festival

ICT FSL2

E-Safety
How to keep safe when using the Internet?

Introduction to planning your Music Festival

ICT ECDL L3 PPT

E-Safety
How to keep safe when using the Internet?

Presentation Planning: Audience and Environment.
Understand how audience demographic (age, educational level, occupation, cultural background) and
knowledge of subject impacts on planning of a presentation.

Science BTEC Principles

Predator/Prey Relationships

Completion of projects

Science BTEC Applications

Diseases

Completion of projects

Home Cooking

Kitchen hygiene

Food and safety hazard

Hospitality

Hospitality roles

Effective wotking skills in hospitality

PSD

Puberty, conception and birth.

Puberty, conception and birth.

WorkSkills BTEC

Assessing own selfmanagement skills for work

Assessing own selfmanagement skills for work

P.E.

Tag Rugby - To develop dodging skills to lose a defender.

Tag Rugby - To be able to apply the rules and tactics
you have learnt to play in a tag rugby game

Creative Expression

Importance of being creative and open-minded
when producing music.

Lyric writing and song structure.

World Studies

Introduction to a foreign country

Introduction to a foreign country

Art

To learn about Alma Thomas and to create artwork
inspired by her paintings

To learn about Jean-Michel Basquiat and to create artwork in the style of his paintings

RSE 6th Form

To learn how to recognise signs that someone might
need support for mental health concerns

To learn about mental health issues that most commonly affect young people.

Independence group 1

Prepare and to cook one of the meal plan meals
consisting of 8 or more ingredients.

Trying a new cooking method.

Independence group 2

Making toast and social communication

making toast and social communication.

